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ABSTRACT

Renewable energy have the potential to generate electricity cleanly without pollution and a

lesser dependence of resources for this production of electric power by these systems sources

such as solar, wind, hydro, geothermal and biomass instead anti-environmental conventional

systems such as gas, coal and oil is a remarkable idea but not frequent in Algeria. Our

research focuses on the study of a hybrid energy system (Photovoltaic-Wind), connected to

the Electrical Network 220 kV and this by tracking the maximum power point (MPPT) for

two energy sources. For this, methods based on optimization algorithms were used side PV

array and Wind turbine. With regard to the wind turbine, optimization was based on an

analytical approach method. The Matlab/Simulink  is used for simulated power output from

Hybrid System, power delivered to or from grid and phase voltage of the inverter leg.

Keywords: Wind, Photovoltaic, Renewable Energy, Electrical Network 220 kV, Hybrid

System, Solar, MPPT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The literature shows that the cost of renewable energy sources is not necessarily competitive

with fossil energy sources, but the need for cleaner energy has generated a proliferation of

applications in use renewable energy. They will become, In the future increasingly
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competitive in terms of technology and production costs and this solution allows the

exploitation of local resources for autonomous systems. All renewable energy (solar, hydro

wind, biomass ..) come from the sun [1], then transformed by the Earth's environment. Thus,

solar and wind energies are more developed and have many advantages. However, we must

distinguish several problems depending on the site and renewable energy use. Intermittent

availability of such resources leads to the storage problem and correct sizing to reduce the

investment cost but also ensure consumer demand. It also raises the problem of coupling

between multiple sources to compensate for one another. Our work combines two sources of

electrical energy production, namely wind and photovoltaic, which will be connected to the

transport network. Boost converter and MPPT method are used to extracted the maximum

power from the PV array and the Wind turbine [5].

2. PV GENERATION SYSTEM

Photovoltaic cell can be represented by one or two diode connected in parallel with a current

source. Figure-1- shows equivalent circuit of PV Array.

Fig.1. Equivalent Circuit of a Solar Cell

Output current of Photovoltaic panels can be calculated as

shddphpv IIIII  21 (1)

The electric current produced by the cell is then given by the following expression:
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With:

Iph: Current photonics.

Id1: Current in the diode 1.

Id2: Current in the diode 2.

Rs: Serial Resistance (Ω).

Rsh: Shunt Resistance (Ω).
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Photonic power is linked to the illumination, temperature and photonic power measured at

reference conditions and it is given by:
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With:

Iph(ref) : Photonic Power on condition of reference [A]

µcc : The intensity at temperature sensitivity coefficient [A/K]

G,Gref: The actual illumination to the reference condition [W/m²]

Tc,Tc(ref) : Temperature actual cell and the reference condition.

Saturation currents Is1 and Is2 are given by the following relationships [5]:
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Constants Cs1 and Cs2 are usually respectively (150-180) A.K3 and (1.3-1.7)x10-2 A.K-5/2 for

a module of 100 cm².

A value of the different n of unity duality factor is associated with a predominant

recombination mechanism and it depends on the nature and position of the traps levels.

n=1: The area of space charge is depopulated (ideal case).

1<n< 2: The trap level is shallow in the area of space charge and n depends on the

polarization [10].

n = 2: Recombination centres are distributed evenly in the charging area of space and on a

single level in the middle of the band gap.

2<n< 4: Recombination centres are distributed non-uniformly with a reduced density in

the center of the area of space from the surface charge.

Egap: Energy Gap (crystalline silicon = 1,12 eV, amorphous silicon = 1,7 eV).

2.1. PV MPPT Algorithm

As shown in the graph of FIG. 2, a perturbation of the power is created and the voltage is

incremented or decreased until reaching the maximum point [6].
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Fig.2. Power versus Voltage for Perturb and Observe Algorithm [6]

the algorithm is given by Figure -3-

Fig.3. Perturb and Observe Algorithm

3. Wind System

The kinetic energy of the wind collected by the three blades of the wind turbine is converted

into mechanical energy through the rotor using a speed multiplier located inside the nacelle

finally converted into electricity.

The permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is used to produce this energy because

it offers better performance thanks to its higher efficiency because it has no rotor current and

can be used without a gearbox, which also implies the Reduction of weight of the nacelle, and

reduction of costs. The equivalent circuit of the wind turbine is represented as shown in

Figure 4.
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Fig.4. Equivalent circuit of wind turbine
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Where:

Pw: Output power of turbine.

P0: Extracted output from wind.

Pwt: Generated output power.

ηw: Efficiency of turbine.

ηg : Efficiency of generator.

ρ : Density of air.

CP: Power co-efficient of wind.

A: Wind turbine swept area.

3.1. Wind MPPT by knowing the characteristic curve CP(λ)
This approach is widely used to avoid the measure of the wind speed to have the expensive

anemometers. For low and medium power systems, multi pole permanent magnet

synchronous generator are the most recommended, their control is based on the regulation of

the excitation of the rotor. The objective of this command is to impose a reference torque so

as to enable the wind turbine to rotate at an adjustable speed for low and moderate winds in

order to ensure an optimum operating point in terms of extraction Then to keep this power

constant at PN for the strongest winds.

3.2. Indirect control by the steering of the current

One of the main goals of this part of the study is to simplify the structure of the conversion

chain of energy dedicated to low wind. This is necessary to reduce the cost without too much

diminishing the efficiency of this system. Configurations based on a rectifier bridge with six

controlled switches are expensive, include devices of mechanical measures, and require a

quite complex control circuit. This controlled rectifier is replaced by a three-phase rectifier
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diodes. Of the fact, that the diode bridge is an uncontrolled element, the direct autopilot of the

generator torque or speed is no longer possible. Another way (indirect) action is therefore

necessary. For this, we used a boost converter. The structure seen in this paragraph is given

by Figure -5-

Fig.5. Diagram of a wind turbine conversion chain, with diode rectifier and chopper
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The total yield η is calculated according to the following expression:
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Then we deduce that the maximum power injected into the battery is:
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Thus we can deduce the expression of optimal current in the battery. If we consider that losses

are also changing in the cube of the speed, we can define a constant modified :
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The search for maximum power device can be built using the measure of the rotation speed of

the rotor, such as Figure-6-:

Fig.6. Reference Current According to Rotation Speed
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The conversion chain can still be simplified if we consider that the image of the speed of

rotation is given by the electromotive forces of the generator. Mechanical speed sensor can be

removed and replaced by measuring the continuous Udc bus voltage. This can be likened to

the image of the speed of rotation as shown in the equation below.
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With,

k :  coefficient of the synchronous generator.

The MPPT control algorithm may result in the following diagram Figure –7-:

Fig.7. Reference Current According to Bus Voltage

4. DC-DC Boost Converter

The equivalent dc -dc converter scheme is shown in figure -8- [6].

Fig.8. Equivalent Circuit of a Boost Converter

When the switch is closed for the duration eαT , the current in the inductance increases linearly.

The voltage at the terminals of K is zero. During the time  ee TTt , , the switch opens and the

energy stored in the inductance controls the current flow in the free wheel diode D. We have

then ok VV  . By writing that the voltage at the terminals of the inductor is zero, we arrive at:

io VV  )1(  (17)
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5. Hybrid Wind/PV System Model

Our hybrid system consists of a wind turbine coupled with a photovoltaic generator connected

to the network showing in figure-9. The block diagram of a wind-photovoltaic hybrid system

is showing in annex

Fig.9. Diagram of proposed system

The AC voltage at the output of the wind turbine is converted into a DC voltage and then

coupled with it to the output of the photovoltaic generator. The new DC voltage is converted

into an AC voltage by using a three-phase inverter and is connected to the network.

The MATLAB-Simulink of hybrid wind/PV system connected with grid is shown in Figure

10

Fig.10. Matlab Simulink of Hybrid Wind/PV System

6. Simulation Result and Analysis

After execution of the simulation, Figures below watch the variation of current and voltage in

pu of Hybrid Wind/PV system Grid connected.
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Fig-11 Output current and voltage in pu of hybrid wind/PV system Grid connected

In figure- 12- above shows three phase line output voltage and current of hybrid wind/PV

system in pu.

Fig.12. Three phase line output voltage and current of hybrid Wind/PV system

Changes in active and reactive powers, the electric torque, the mechanical torque and the

wind generation rotation speed are shown respectively in Figures 13and14.

Fig.13. Changes in electric torque, mechanical torque for wind generation

Fig.14. Wind generation rotation speed
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Figure-15-a shows the variation of duty cycle and active power generated for the photovoltaic

system.

Fig.15. a duty cycle and active power generated for the photovoltaic system

In Figure-15-b , it is clear that the DC voltage of the hybrid system output follows a reference

voltage (605 V), which shows the electrical stability of the system.

Fig-15-b Variation in the DC voltage at the output of the hybrid system

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, a brief description of the hybrid systems for the generation of electrical energy is

carried out; the main concepts related to the type of architecture of these systems have also

been presented. Subsequently, a simulation of a hybrid wind-photovoltaic system was

developed, under the Simulink interface of Matlab. The results show that the combination of

renewable energy sources in the presence of a storage system with a remarkable advantage in

order to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases in addition to the diversity of resources

Energy systems, a continuity and availability of power generation is ensured.

We used a DC bus which receives the energy produced by the photovoltaic and wind power

sources after convert it at the AC, and then delivered to the consumer or to the network. We

also used a load-shedding resistor that allows to dissipate excess energy in the event of a drop

in demand and Of solid batteries. Several simulation results were presented which illustrated
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the performance of our installation in the presence of climatic changes and variations in

energy consumption.
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ANNEXE


